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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5376-James had suffered various 
degrees of severe injuries. 

The cracks and wounds found in different parts of James’ body would require 
a long time to be fully healed. Even his soul was so tattered that it looked as 
though his soul might break and disappear at any moment. 

James felt light-headed at that point. 

After using the little strength he had left to say those words to Yui, James 
began concentrating on healing his injuries. 

He did not access the powers of the Ulus. Instead, James used his own 
powers to heal the wounds. 

‘This might be a good thing for him,” Latrusse whispered to Lemuel, “For his 
body, overwhelming damage or shock to it can help his body and soul bond 
better.” 

“I’m just glad he’s still alive.” Lemuel let out a sigh of relief. 

A small frown creased Yui’s forehead as he stared pensively at James. It was 
impossible to tell what was going through Yui’s head. 

One of the Yeftero elders went up to Yui and said in an almost inaudible 
voice, “Sir Yui, we should use this opportunity and get rid of that man now. 
Then, we can head into the Glaciem Holy Land and exterminate the princess 
right away.” 

The Holy Celestial Rank cultivators from the Suunteli Race and Zoltrumm 
Race walked over to the pair as well. 

“Sir Yui, we never said anything about allowing him the time to heal his 
injuries during the bet.” 

“It’s the perfect time for us to make our move now that he’s severely wounded. 

We shouldn’t waste any more time here.” 



Unlike the others, Yuvin commented, “We should honor our words since we 
agreed to the bet. Besides, that man is no ordinary cultivator. He comes from 
the Theognostos and probably has the backing of a Transcendental Bliss 
Rank cultivator. If we go back on our word and kill him now, can we bear the 
consequences when the cultivators from the Theognostos come looking for us 
to avenge his death?” 

Yui nodded. “Mhm. He’s right. We’ll allow him the time to heal his injuries. 
Then, I’ll kill him with the third hit. Even if those from the Theognostos wanted 
to argue about it, we could tell them we did it fair and square.” 

The stories James made up about the Temple of Theognostos were effective 
in making Yui feel wary about James’ background. 

Upon hearing Yui’s words, the Suunteli and Zoltrumm cultivators fell silent and 
stood at the side. 

Meanwhile, Qairo had teleported and reappeared next to James to protect him 
while James was trying to heal his wounds. 

Qairo had received the orders from Qiyana to follow James’ instructions for 
now. 

If anyone were to try to attack James, he would do everything in his power to 
protect James’ life. 

As the days went by, James’ condition did not seem to improve much. 

On the other hand, the cultivators from the Four Ancient Races had run out of 
patience. 

“Sir Yui, we can’t wait for that man any longer. The Glaciem Race’s princess 
must be conducting her closed-door meditation inside their holy land, and she 
must be close to finishing it. Her powers and capabilities are not inferior to 
yours. It’ll be bad news for the Four Ancient Races if she succeeds in 
completing her training.” 

“Sir Yui, we mustn’t forget about our mission because of the bet with this 
man.” 

“Exactly. We won’t kill him. Instead, we’ll head straight into the Glaciem Holy 
Land and hunt down the princess right away.” 



While those men tried to persuade Yui to take action, Lemuel and Latrusse 
teleported toward where James and Qairo were. 

Latrusse asked, “What’s the matter? You’ve had enough waiting?” 

Lemuel said frigidly, “You’ve agreed to the bet previously. 

Are you going to go back on your word now?” 

Yui stared at those three men standing in the distance with a slight frown on 
his forehead. 

He said, “I’ll handle those two men. The rest of you should eliminate that 
puppet.” Yui decided not to wait any longer. 

He had heard rumors about how the princess of the Glaciem Race was a 
talented cultivator. Yui would lose the best opportunity to exterminate her if 
they happened to let her get away and go into hiding this time. 

As soon as Yui moved, Lemuel and Latrusse teleported toward him as well. 

Yui was a genius cultivator with exceptional powers. 
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Lemuel and Latrusse flying several meters away with a powerful blast of his 
aura. 

In the meantime, the other cultivators from the Four Ancient Races started 
attacking Qairo. 

While a new round of battle had begun, James was left sitting by himself in 
the middle of the battlefield. 

No one tried to attack James since he barely posed any threat at the moment. 

Also, those from the Four Ancient Races were worried that they might 
antagonize a Transcendental Bliss Rank cultivator by killing James off. It 
would only mean trouble if that said cultivator decided to exact revenge on 
their people afterward. 

On the other hand, Lemuel and Latrusse exchanged glances as they finally 
steadied themselves at a distant spot. 



“Should we make a run for it now?” Lemuel transmitted his voice to Latrusse. 

“Yui Yeftero is too strong. We can’t stop him with our current powers. I could 
hold him back for a while if I unleashed the Feimsurge Art. However, that 
would expose my identity and put the members of the Dieux Academy in 
danger.” Latrusse had a grim expression on his face. 

Even though he had achieved the middle stage of the Holy Celestial Rank, 
Latrusse was still no match for Yui who had only entered the early stage. 
Moreover, he could not risk exposing his identity by using the signature skills 
distinctive to the Taeytons. 

“Hey, puppet! Hang in there! We’re leaving first!” 

Lemuel called aloud in Qairo’s direction. Then, he swiftly teleported away from 
where the others were. Latrusse followed closely behind him. 

Seeing that those two had fled, Yui turned around and joined the others in 
subduing Qairo. 

Although Qairo had impeccable powers, it was still too much for him to handle 
that many superb cultivators simultaneously. 

The number of cuts and injuries on his body grew as he gradually failed to 
block or deflect the seemingly endless attacks. 

However, Qairo was akin to a war machine that was programmed to protect 
the princess. He had no fear of pain and death. Qairo would continue fighting 
up to his final breath to ensure the princess’ safety. 

James felt extremely conflicted as he watched Qairo fight the others alone. 

He did not blame Lemuel and Latrusse for taking off. The situation was getting 
out of hand, and there was frankly not much they could do at that point. If it 
were him, James would choose not to fight Yui under these circumstances 
too. 

Still, it broke James’ heart a little to see Qairo get beaten to a pulp. 

The man was fighting three Yeftero elders, three Holy Celestial Rank 
cultivators, and Yui all by himself. He had given his all and lasted for so long. 

James felt it would be a shame if Qairo was exterminated just like that. 



“Stop!” 

James’ voice reverberated through the space in that area. 

He slowly got to his feet and said, “Yui Yeftero, you may proceed with the third 
hit.” 

Upon hearing his words, Lemuel let out an exclamation. ” That fellow has 
gone insane! He’s in no shape to take the third hit from Yui!” 

Those men had stopped fighting. 

Qairo teleported and reappeared next to James. However, he dropped to the 
floor the next instant as he had exhausted his energy and fainted. 

Yui emanated a tremendous amount of aura as he directed his gaze at 
James. 

He said in a steely voice, “You should probably reconsider this. I’m pretty sure 
you won’t be able to survive my third attack. I do not wish to kill you, nor do I 
want to make an enemy out of the Theognostos. This is between the Four 
Ancient Races and the Glaciem Race. I hope you’ll stay out of this.” 

James knew very well what Yui said was true. He had merely stopped the 
men earlier to help Qairo out of goodwill. ‘What should I do now? James 
pondered anxiously. 
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survive the third attack from Yui. Yet, he ended up putting himself in a tight 
spot. 

Although James had yet to heal all his injuries, he could at least talk with a 
sound mind now. 

He grinned broadly at Yui. “Sir Yui, is this truly necessary? Must you try so 
hard to eliminate the Glaciem princess? 

Even if she had entered the Holy Celestial Rank, what harm could she 
possibly do to the group of you?” 

Yui ignored his questions and said, Tve given you a fair warning. We have 
several witnesses here today. Even if the members of the Theognostos try to 



find fault with us for killing you today, there are plenty of people who can 
prove that we are not in the wrong.” 

“Is it truly necessary for us to do this, though?” James asked. 

He was still trying his best to drag the conversation and buy time. 

‘Why on earth is Qiyana Burrein taking so long? If she is still not done with her 
closed-door meditation soon, I’ll just give up and get out of here right away,’ 
James grumbled inwardly. 

He heaved a deep breath. Then, James turned his eyes to Qairo, who was 
still lying unconscious on the floor. 

He used his powers to transfer Qairo into his storage treasure next. James 
was getting ready to flee at any moment. 

“I will take the third hit in his stead.” 

Just then, the voice of a woman could be heard coming from the direction of 
the Glaciem Holy Land. There was no hint of warmth in that crisp, clear voice. 

At the same time, the temperature in that area dropped as a strong gust of 
cold wind blew over them. 

Whoosh! 

As the wind died down, a beautiful lady in a white dress materialized before 
James and the others. 

“Sure!” Yui called out. 

He lifted his palm and conjured a sword. Then, Yui swung the sword forcefully 
in Qiyana’s direction. 

Meanwhile, Qiyana released her aura, which could be seen as clouds of cold, 
white mists. Those mists swiftly gathered before her to form a huge sword. 
The sword flew toward Yui the next instant. 

Clang! 

A loud sound was produced as the blades of two swords crashed into each 
other. 



Huge cracks appeared in the surrounding space due to the destructive force 
generated by both swords. 

Qiyana stumbled a few steps backward as she was affected by the wave of 
shock as well. Several cracks formed over her skin, and Qiyana coughed up 
some blood a few seconds later. 

“Meet me at the place where I was sealed.” 

Qiyana vanished from the spot. However, her voice echoed through the 
space. 

Yui tried to go after her at once. 

At that very moment, the Glaciem Holy Land started collapsing. As the 
structures were falling apart, huge pieces of rocks and sand gathered in the 
air and formed a gigantic sword. 

The sword swung down at Yui and blocked his path. 

Amid the chaos, Lemuel materialized before James and grabbed his arm. 
“Let’s go!” 

He brought James along and teleported away from that area. Latrusse 
followed quickly behind them. 

By the time the sword energy generated from the Glaciem Holy Land had 
disappeared, Yui and the others could no longer detect Qiyana’s or James’ 
presence. 

“Damn it!” Yui bellowed furiously. 

His eyes blazed with rage. Strong tremors could be felt as he released his 
aura to the surrounding space. 

Yuvin stepped forward and said, “Who knew the Glacies’ princess had grown 
powerful enough to receive an attack from Sir Yui without sustaining much 
damage to herself? If we don’t exterminate her soon, she may eventually 
become a threat to the Four Ancient Races.” 
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extremely displeased. “Sir Yui, this was all your fault. If you had ordered us to 



act sooner, the princess wouldn’t have had enough time to achieve her 
current cultivation rank. We would have killed her!” 

Yui fixed him with a glare. 

The man stopped talking almost instantaneously. 

“Let’s head back first.” 

Yui turned around and walked off. 

The other cultivators exchanged glances briefly. Then, they quickly followed 
behind Yui. 

Eventually, only Yuvin and Thea were left looking at the remnants of the 
Glaciem Holy Land. 

“Uncle Yuvin, what do we do now?” Thea asked. 

The journey to the Glaciem Holy Land was filled with many sudden and 
shocking events. Fortunately, things turned out pretty much in their favor in 
the end. 

Thea did not expect that James had improved to the extent of being able to 
hold up against Yui’s attacks. James would probably be able to come and 
take her home even sooner than she thought. 

That thought filled Thea with hopes and optimism for their future. 

Yuvin was very pleased with how James had dealt with the situation just now. 

Now, the Mevryees just had to wait patiently for James and the Glacies to get 
rid of the Yefteros. 

“We’ll head back home, of course. The Yefteros will take care of the rest.” 

Yuvin conjured a huge airship. Then, he and Thea traveled back to the 
Mevryees’ territory by using the airship. 

Meanwhile, Lemuel took James and quickly teleported as far away from the 
Glaciem Holy Land as they could. 

Latrusse followed closely behind them. 



When Lemuel eventually stopped and confirmed that Yui and the others did 
not come after them, he let out a sigh of relief. 

“Are you alright?” Lemuel looked at James. 

‘Tm fine,” James continued, “But the healing process will take time. With the 
uniqueness of my body, it’ll take quite some time for me to heal all my injuries 
by using the energies of heaven and earth from the surroundings.” 

“Why didn’t you use the Ulus?” Latrusse asked. 

“Oh!” James slapped his palm against his forehead. “I sealed the Ulus since 
its healing powers were too efficient and I wanted to buy more time. I’ll undo 
the seal now…” 

“Wait!” 

Latrusse interrupted, “You should allow your body to try to heal itself. The 
shock and the healing will help promote a better bonding between your body 
and soul. 

This process will improve your body’s defense powers too.” 

“Okay.” James nodded. 

Since he would not have to engage in battles for the time being, James 
decided to let his body heal naturally. 

“The Princess of the Glacies is powerful. She managed to escape even after 
taking a hit from Yui Yeftero,” Lemuel commented. 

Latrusse said, “She probably wasn’t planning to end her training so soon. The 
lady is probably severely wounded and suffering from the consequences of 
activating one of the Glacies’ secret arts.” 

“Well, let’s head to the Death Triangle first,” Lemuel prompted. 

The three of them started traveling in the direction of the Death Triangle, 
where Qiyana was once sealed. 

On the other hand, Qiyana had found a hidden spot inside a quiet valley of the 
Death Triangle. 



Cracks kept forming on different parts of her body. 

However, Qiyana continued to use her powers to prevent her body from 
breaking apart. 

Soon enough, James and the others found Qiyana. 

“Are you okay?” James asked upon seeing Qiyana’s condition. 

“I… I’m alright. This won’t kill me.” A frown marred her beautiful features. 
Qiyana said in a shaky voice, “Could you lend me the Ulus for a bit?” 

James conjured the Ulus and undid the seal. 

As the Ulus floated above Qiyana’s head and released its powers, the 
energies were absorbed into Qiyana’s body almost instantaneously. 

In a matter of seconds, Qiyana’s wounds healed, and her condition was 
stabilized. 
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Ulus, Qiyana’s injuries were instantly healed. 

However, James could sense how the powers contained within the Ulus 
seemed to have reduced slightly. 

Qiyana noticed James’ confused expression and explained,” You don’t have 
to worry about the Ulus’ powers getting depleted. The Ulus continuously 
absorbs the energies of heaven and earth from the surrounding to replenish 
its powers.” 

James nodded and stored the Ulus back securely. 

Qiyana got to her feet and asked, “Where’s Qairo?” 

James took Qairo out of his storage treasure and put him on the ground. 

Qairo was still unconscious. 

Qiyana fixed her gaze on Qairo and said, “You don’t have to feel too worried 
about him. He doesn’t have a complete soul, to begin with. Qairo can slowly 
recover even if there’s only a small shred of his soul left in that body.” 



Then, Qiyana placed Qairo inside her storage treasure. 

Latrusse looked at Qiyana and began, “You gave me the Glaciemon Sword, 
and I assisted in ensuring your safety while you were trying to level up. I think 
I’ve done enough to repay you for the sword, so I’ll be on my way now.” 

“Mhm.” Qiyana gave a slight nod. 

Latrusse directed his gaze at James and Lemuel. “I’ve achieved my purpose 
on this trip, and it is time for me to do what I must do. I hope we’ll meet again 
someday.” 

James bowed slightly. “Thank you for all your help, Sir Latrusse. If it weren’t 
for you, I would have faced a lot of issues navigating through the Dark World.” 

Latrusse smiled faintly. “I hope to see how you will shake up the Dark World in 
the future.” 

Slowly, Latrusse’s body started fading. 

“I am sure one day you’ll become one of the most prominent figures in the 
Dark World. We’ll definitely see each other again someday.” 

Even after Latrusse was gone, his voice echoed through the space for quite 
some time before it finally died down. 

“James.” Lemuel took a step forward. “You’ve achieved your purpose for this 
trip to the Dark World. Not only have you acquired the Ulus, but you have also 
collected various resources for your training and created a new, powerful body 
for yourself. I promised to accompany you on the journey, and I did a fairly 
good job all this while.” 

Lemuel frowned slightly as he paused for a moment. “I know you are about to 
go up against the Yeftero Race, the leading group among the Four Ancient 
Races. That is an extremely risky mission, and I don’t want to get involved in 
it. I promised to teach you the Feimsurge Art. Now that you have achieved the 
minimum requirement to learn the final two stages, I’ll teach you the 
techniques and leave the Dark World.” 

Lemuel did not want to get involved in the conflict between James and the 
Yefteros for the sake of the Dieux Academy’s members’ safety. As the 



academy’s founder, Lemuel was concerned about the fate of the Dieux 
Academy. 

Lemuel had entered the early stage of the Holy Celestial Rank and was able 
to fight same-rank cultivators of the late stage. However, that was still not 
enough for him to protect all the members of the Dieux Academy. 

Lemuel decided it was time he focused on his training and improved his 
powers. 

James furrowed his brows upon hearing Lemuel’s words. 

He had planned to work with Qiyana in eliminating Yui for good. His initial 
plans would require Lemuel’s help. 

However, James was not going to force Lemuel to stay. 

“I won’t stop you if you wish to leave, Sir Lemuel. About the Feimsurge Art, 
you won’t have to teach me the techniques. I will need some time to allow my 
body to heal. During that time, I should be able to learn and master the fifth 
and sixth stages of the Feimsurge Art on my own.” 

“Mhm.” Lemuel nodded. 

He was aware of how James was a quick learner. James even managed to 
pick up the Ice Curse without much difficulty previously, i ‘Take care, James.” 
Lemuel patted him on the shoulder. 

 

 


